July 2013

Greetings from Beautiful Madang!
We have been back in PNG for close to six months without an official break. We both have taken
on different roles which require us to be stretched more than we like. We set a date back in May for
a little break and a long weekend to Ukarumpa in the Eastern Highlands. This is the branch
headquarters for SIL PNG and PBT has a house on their centre. The two of us along with two other
colleagues made the 5.5 hour trip for a much needed rest with cooler climate. It was a joy to actually
use a cover at night and to wear long pants plus socks. The temperature was 64 degrees at 8 am on
Sunday morning and to contrast that it was 82 degrees at our home in Madang at 8 am on Monday
morning.
It is easy to get consumed by the daily riggers and pressures of life in PNG. We were reminded that
we need to take rest or vacation more often. We will have to make it a priority as we both hold key
cards to the team though our mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual health are more important for
long term success and benefit to the greater mission.

  
  
  
  
 
  
  

July will be highlighted by the elementary prep teacher training course that will be held in a few
weeks. Four language groups will be coming to produce materials for their language groups. Tyler
was asked to do some audio recordings of elementary prep school songs that are sung. Plus to record
any vernacular worship songs that may be sung in the village. This will be the first time to do any
recording of vernacular language. We both share the dream and vision to record more audio for the
numerous languages groups we work with.
Someone significant in our lives here in PNG is a lady by the name of Julie. Julie is a strong woman
of faith and a loyal worker. She has been our "haus meri" (cleaning lady) since we took residence in
the house we live in now. The previous tenants of the house employed Julie as their haus meri for
many years, therefore she has a great ownership instilled in her of the house and responsibilities of
keeping it clean. We call her Mama Julie and we are very appreciative of her care for us. This past
month Julie has encountered many hardships. A family friend of hers has been very sick and she
served as his primary caregiver, upon his release from the hospital her grandson was admitted to the
hospital and died the next morning. As the family was mourning the loss of the boy a fight broke
out in the community Julie lives in. The fight resulted houses in her community being burnt down
and her house being damaged. She came to tell Emily about this story on Monday morning, afraid
that this meant she would have to move away from town and leave us. Please pray for Julie as she
evaluates the safety of our family in their current home, mourns the loss of her grandson and relies
on God for his provision.
Please continue to pray for strength and wisdom as we balance heavy work loads. Pray that God will
continue to sustain us and renew us each and every day. Pray that God will continue to shape us to
be more like Him.
Together in Christ,
Tyler and Emily Hewitt
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Joplin, MO 64802
tyler.hewitt@pbti.org
emily.hewitt@pbti.org

For updates including video, audio, pictures, and stories. Be sure to follow us:
http://tylerhewitt.com/

